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WingLine L

NOW DESIGNS HAVE WINGS
Warranty

For Warranty please refer to website www.hettich.com/en

Free Design Service:

Looking for Design to finesse up your Living Room, Bedroom, Bathroom & Kitchen. A dedicated team of highly qualified Interior Designers is at your service to provide customised design solutions to suit every taste and budget at zero cost to you.

Free Consultation at your doorstep:

Looking for perfect furniture fittings solution. A dedicated team of highly qualified professionals is at your service to provide the perfect furniture fittings solution to suit your need and budget at zero cost to you.

Hettich Customer Care Services:

In today’s fast-paced and technologically advanced era, most of the organisations succumb to the pressure of staying ahead in the competition and often end up neglecting the most critical aspect of business i.e., CUSTOMERS. Hettich, being a CUSTOMER CENTRIC organization, is very sensitive towards this tendency, hence, very sincerely try to provide the best and quality driven products and services.

For Enquiry & Customer Services

Tel: Free: 1800 209 2091 (office hours)
Email: sales@in.hettich.com
customer_services@in.hettich.com
www.hettich.com

Free Training Services:

Free Training Services for carpenters of trade partners and customers

Training Center Address:
Hettich Poddar Wood Work Institute
Plot No. 1, First Floor,
DLF Industrial Estate – 1
Near NHPC Metro Station
Faridabad, Haryana
Email: info@tpwwi.com
Ph: 0120 – 4023989

Hettich – an Indian success story

Hettich started operations in India with the dawn of the new millennium. Within a span of 14 years, the company has gained the undisputed leadership position in the Indian furniture fittings & hardware industry. Hettich India prides itself on having most of the major hardware dealers in India as its trade partners across the country. These dealers are spread over all the important cities and towns, so that they are within easy reach of the customer. Hettich India delivers complete ‘peace of mind’ to the Indian furniture manufacturing industry.

We have a strong reputation for providing high-quality and high tech products. Our products are backed by pre- and after-sales service and on-time deliveries, and by value adding services like design and installation support.

The company’s origins date back to 1889, when Karl Hettich began making the new clock component he had invented. By 1930, his descendants had diversified into furniture fittings, setting up production in East Westphalia – a center of the German furniture industry.
The new multifolder: WingLine L

Sliding folding doors provide the key to picking up on modern, spacious interior design and continuing it in furniture. Large-surface doors create purist interiors, especially when they come from flush fitting sliding door systems.

Modern sliding folding door systems appeal for their narrow gaps, which are reduced to the minimum by large-size fronts. Straight forward precision adjustment guarantees impeccable assembly results complemented by perfect gap alignment.
Experiencing folding doors in a new way.

WingLine L lets you realise folding sliding doors in a completely new dimension of convenience. The revolutionary Push / Pull to open opening mechanism provides access to everything inside the cabinet with just one movement of the hand.

An impressive panorama effect!

Further highlights: optimised running performance, soft opening and closing, tool-less installation as well as minimal door protrusion for efficiently organising the space inside. WingLine L competently and securely moves door wings weighing up to 25 kg and measuring up to 2,400 mm in height: a talented all-rounder for the bedroom, kitchen and office.
WINGS ARE MORE THAN INTUITIVE

EVOLVED FURNITURE “TYPOLOGY”
WingLine L
with Push to move and Pull to move

Pull to move and Push to move are two innovative and unique opening mechanisms for folding door systems. A slight pull on the handle or gentle push on the (handleless) front automatically opens the door all the way, taking it to the open position in a cushioned movement. A fascinating opening effect that works all mechanically! This means it requires neither cables nor any connection to the power supply.

COMPONENT

1. Runner and guide profiles
2. Push to move / Pull to move
3. Bases
4. Push to move
5. Guide component
6. Center hinges
Installation accessories

CAPACITY CLASSES
For Push to move and Pull to move to work perfectly in conjunction with every door size and weight, the modules are available in various capacity classes. Choose the right set for your particular application. A trial mounting is recommended.

Weight in kg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Heavy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Width in mm

250 300 450 600
AN UBER CHIC DESIGN MAKES THE USER A TREND SETTER.

Relaxing with ease while soothing your senses with a combination of smooth colours with a dash of glass. Upgrade your space with a storage unit that creates a luxurious and relaxing touch to the environment.

ADVANTAGES
- Strength and durability.
- A decor staple.
- Storage solutions.

FITTING USED
- WingLine L
- Sensys Hinge
- AvanTech YOU

CMF USED
- Wood & Glass
- Blue & Red
- Matte finish
MODERN AND CLASSIC, BEING AT SAME TIME.

A simple touch to a unit, bringing out a unique and luxurious look to your hallway.

ADVANTAGES
• Storage solutions.
• Smooth function.
• Easy accessibility.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge

CMF USED
• Wood & Glass
• Grey & White
• Matte finish
LUXURIOUS DESIGN REFLECTING THE CONTEMPORARY.

Who can say no to a geometric yet minimal looking TV unit that can convert the whole atmosphere luxurious. With mesmerizing simple line composition, breath taking style and amazing storage unit inbuilt, which enhances all the looks.

ADVANTAGES
• Aesthetic appearance.
• Storage solutions.
• Organized TV unit.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge
• ArcTech

CMF USED
• Wood
• Grey & Brown
• Matte finish
A SMART HOME OFFICE IDEA EMERGES FROM INNOVATION.

Working or studying at home largely depends on environment. This new stylish, geometrical storage unit brings in a mood to work or study at home.

ADVANTAGES
• Sectional storage.
• Personal space.
• Smooth function.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge
• LegoMove

CMF USED
• Wood
• Grey & Oak wood
• Matte finish
AESTHETICS WHICH ENERGISES KIDS’ MIND.

A space which looks super energetic and vibrant bringing out a burst of colors. Let your kids enjoy a zestful environment.

ADVANTAGES
• Personal space
• Smooth function
• Comfort provided

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge

CMF USED
• Wood
• Grey, Yellow, Purple & Turquoise Blue
• Matte finish
SMARTNESS IS DESIGN LANGUAGE OF UNCLUTTERED STYLE.

The entryway creates the first impression on your guests. Impression of straight bright lines creates hide and seek concept of storage and decor.

ADVANTAGES
• Seamless shelf for hallway.
• Smooth functioning.
• Enough storage and aesthetic appeal.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Senosys Hinge

CMF USED
• Wooden corrugated
• Yellow ochre
• Matte finish
AESTHETICS MAKES A SEPERATION DESIRED.

Combining lines and shapes within a unit with storage and seamless design with geometrical patterns which itself serves as multi-functional unit at space for separation.

ADVANTAGES
• Sectional kitchen separator.
• Smooth functioning.
• Enough storage and accessibility.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Glass Hinge
• Sensys Hinge

CMF USED
• Oak wood
• Teal & Forsted glass
• Matte finish
A PRAGMATIC PERSPECTIVE TRANSLATES TO INTERIOR.

A furniture which allowing every corner to be excesses and used by its storage and working space at laundry with WingLine L allows to excess more at a time and make it full use of a space within it.

ADVANTAGES
• Sectional storage.
• Smooth functioning.
• Multi functional performance.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Arcline
• CUBE

CMF USED
• Oak wood
• Aqua blue & frosty white
• Matte finish
MINIMALISM EXPRESSES ITS SHEER FLAMBOYANCE.

The minimal geometric lines are played in a manner that it gives the perfect combination of aesthetic and functional design well. Light and glass are the wow factors contributing to the decor at the living room.

ADVANTAGES
- Sleek symmetrical unit.
- Smooth functioning.
- Enough storage and decor.

FITTING USED
- WingLine L
- AvanTech
- CUBE

CMF USED
- Wood
- Chrome yellow & Grey wood
- Matte finish
When it comes to host everything is to be managed within a given space and this wardrobe is serves the best purpose with work extensions being the extra element. For residents having always a shortage of space is catered with different performing sections in the wardrobe.

**ADVANTAGES**
- Sleek work extension.
- Wide opening and accessibility to corners.
- Enough storage and functional.

**FITTING USED**
- WingLine L
- Ironing board
- Vertical shoe rack

**CMF USED**
- Oak wood
- Oak wood & Oplaine green
- Matte finish
A TIMELESS AESTHETIC MARK OF MODERN FURNITURE.

Functionality and aesthetics are main elements of a timeless design, which remains relevant and pleasing for years to come.

ADVANTAGES
• Hide the things which not necessary.
• Makes living room more organised.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge
• Vertico Synchro

CMF USED
• Wood
• Soft moss & Grey wood
• Matte finish
DYNAMIC DESIGN FOR A KID’S NEW WORLD.

Having own space for kids in a room is no more challenging. A dynamic design gives them their freedom of having their own space and a see-through element which connects them to others.

ADVANTAGES
• Have personal space
• See through element which keeps you connected.
• Extra storage.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge
• ArclTech

CMF USED
• Wood
• Purple, Grey & Yellow
• Matte finish
AMALGAMATION OF DESIGN WITH GEOMETRY.

Combining two souls in one form makes you stronger. It gives you a freedom to arrange your stuff at a single place and connects you every day.

ADVANTAGES
• Have personal space with Lega Move.
• Extra storage for accessories.
• Hide with one touch.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge
• Lega Move

CMF USED
• Wood & Cushing panel
• Grey & Olive green
• Glossy finish
LESS CLUTTER
MORE DESIGN.

Keep your best friends in a safe and nice place in bedroom, nearest to you and your mind.

ADVANTAGES
• Minimal design is less distracting.
• Extra storage for books.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge
• Versa Inside 60

CMF USED
• Wood
• White corrugated panel
• Matte finish
THE OPTICS EMERGES FROM FUNCTION.

We are moving ahead with technology then why to be left behind in comfort. Willing to see the things in cluttered space but in an organised manner is a luxury comfort.

ADVANTAGES
• Minimal design is less distracting.
• Extra storage for books.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Sensys Hinge
• Glass Hinge

CMF USED
• Wood
• Soft moss & Mamalade
• Matte finish
A frequently used space need more cleanliness and space to make it more relaxing. Its drawer having a hidden basin, just use it and hide it.

ADVANTAGES
• Minimal design is less distracting.
• Extra storage for books.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• AvanTech
• CUBE

CMF USED
• Wood
• Soft moss & Mamalade
• Matte finish
ARTISTIC DIRECTION IN THE SPHERE OF CRAFTSMANSHIP.

Not place specific, arrange the furniture wherever you want. This concept provides you flexibility in application in your desired space. A part from WingLine L it also comes with work top extension to enhance its functionality.

ADVANTAGES
• Multi functional unit.
• Extending workstation.
• More accessibility.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Worktop Extension
• Lega Move

CMF USED
• Wood
• Oak wood & Graphite grey
• Matte finish
UTILITY ADDS TO SOPHISTICATION TO CREATE A FLUIDIC INTERIOR.

Utility and sophistication are two premises of this TV unit, which providing a perfect look to your living room by its sleek and perfect appearance.

ADVANTAGES
• Create ambience whenever you want.
• Symmetric design.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• Lega Move
• ArciTech

CMF USED
• Wood
• Bedge
• Matte finish
CLASSIC AND MINIMAL ARE ESSENCE OF EXTRAVAGANCE.

This console provides ease of comfort on either ends with more utility in your hallway. Extended sleekness!!

ADVANTAGES
• Storage console.
• Extended platform.
• More accessibility.

FITTING USED
• WingLine L
• AvanTech
• Worktop Extension

CMF USED
• Wood
• Silver
• Chrome finish
SHOWCASING THE WIDE SPECTRUM IS MODERN DESIGN.

Elegance, exclusiveness and understated luxury are the key features of this wardrobe. Its simplicity is defined by the purity of the lines, shape and the elegance of detail.

ADVANTAGES
- Well organized.
- Sectional storage.

FITTING USED
- WingLine L
- ArcTech
- Horizontal shoe rack

CMF USED
- Wood
- Corrugated wood
- Matte finish
OFFICE CABINETS: INTELLIGENT WINGS FOR MANAGERS

THE CLEVER WAY TO FOLD DOORS

Folding door solutions from Hettich provide a wide range of interesting front design options. Freely moving doors, cabinet body hugging or guided systems offer a choice of solutions for optimising folding door applications. Year in, year out, these fittings easily and reliably move door elements in practically any size, material and weight.

CMF USED
- Wood
- Black wooden laminate
- Stitched leatherette panel